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Annie Bertha Buckingham (born 1906-1992) She 

gained a place at Aylesbury Grammar school and 
was the first woman there to win a County Major 
Scholarship. ‘Berta’, as she became known, read 
English and French at London before obtaining a 
Diploma in Education at Reading.

Berta met John (Jack) Frederick Lawrence, in 
France in 1930 where they were both teaching They 
married in 1932 and moved to Wembdon just outside 
Bridgwater, where he went to teach at Dr Morgan’s 
School. Berta taught French at the Girls’ Grammar 
School at Bridgwater and English at the French 
Convent in Langport.

While her two children were young Berta began to 
write stories and verses for the journal Child 
Education and over the next two decades they 
published over a hundred of her poems. During the 
1940s she also wrote short stories for the BBC, 
notably for Children’s Hour, and for magazines such 
as Chambers’ Journal. Increasingly she drew on West 
Country characters and themes for articles in wide 
range of newspapers and journals. She also wrote 
specialist papers on the Coleridge circle, including 
Humphrey Davy, Robert Southey and John Chubb. 
They were married for 62 years and their ashes are 
interred together at St George’s, Wembdon.-
Her books were:

A Somerset Journal, (1951)
Quantock Country, (1952
The Bond of green withy, (1954).
Nightingale in the Branches, (1955)
Coleridge and Wordsworth in Somerset, (1970). 
Somerset legends, (1973). 
Exmoor villages A to Z, (1984). 
Discovering the Quantocks, (1984).
Exmoor Villages, (1984)
Stepping Westward, a collection of her verse, was 
published posthumously, (2020)

Jack Lawrence wrote:
Men and Mining in the Quantocks (1970)

Their son, Christopher Lawrence, published his 
father’s notes as A History of Bridgwater, (2005)

Editorial note
The map of the family property, and the Chubb 

images of Back Quay, from the Blake Museum 
collection, have been added to this version.

T

JOHN CHUBB, A FRIEND OF COLERIDGE 
He was twenty-six years older than Coleridge 

who had a number of friends considerably senior 
to himself. Ten years before he met the young poet 
Chubb had been Mayor of his native Somerset 
town, Bridgwater. By the time of their first 
meeting in 1797 he was over fifty, a prominent 
burgess and a greatly respected, prosperous 
merchant. In his youth, he had spent some time in 
London, loved the animation and stimulus of city 
life, frequented the society of painters, looked at 
pictures, and soon proposed leaving his sleepy 
birthplace for good in order to become a painter. A 
hard-headed father informed him that painting, 
like poetry, had too little money in it to be more 
than a spare-time occupation and installed John in 
the flourishing family business. Here he 
permanently remained so that his painting did 
indeed get relegated to his leisure hours. He 
carried camp- stool and sketch-book around the 
town and its surrounding fields, or made small 
portraits touched with colour of his friends and 
visitors - his house was known for its hospitality 
and musical evenings - and satirical little portraits 
of eccentric local characters observed in church or 
in their shops. Fortunately his son and 
descendants cherished a collection of these 
sketches. Less fortunately it contains no portrait of 
Coleridge.

The Chubb property off back Quay and Fore Street – from 
the Borough rating map.
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Back Quay, by John Chubb, the elder, painted in the late C18 – note the building with the arch at the end of the Quay
BWRAB: B64

Lithograph of Back Quay, by John Chubb, the younger, based on his grandfather’s painting. The seated gentleman has 
been replaced by the figure leaning on the barrel. Other details like the man in the rowing boat and the coach on the 

bridge have also gone
BWRAB: 2012/6/67
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Lithograph of Back Quay, by John Chubb, the younger, drawn in about 1830, showing the Langport slip – Note that the 
building at the end of the quay has been demolished by this time. This was the Castle Inn, cleared away in the 1790s in 

preparation for the construction of the Iron Bridge It is interesting that the bridge seems to be flatter in his 
grandfather’s version, which has a coach being driven over it.1

BWRAB: 1988/24

.
The above is a version redrawn by Thomas Harrison Hair in the 1850s, based on the lithographs, and commissioned by 

Col. Tynte.2 Here some fisher-ladies have been added to the scene.

1 See https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/built-environment/lost-buildings/the-arch-the-castle-inn/ and 
https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/built-environment/lost-buildings/binford-place-bridgwater/
2 See https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/scholars-writers/john-chubb-1746-1818/the-afterlife-of-chubbs-
illustrations/ 
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His warehouse and business premises stood 

on a quayside near the tidal river Parret whose 
waters were, and still are, ale-brown with the 
mud brought in with every tide. In seasons of 
very high tides the river must have flooded his 
warehouse as it still does, occasionally (in spite 
of 20th century river-management) the modern 
shops on the site, in a side-street now named 
Binford Place. Modern pollution has banished 
the salmon that in John Chubb's time swam 
upriver from the estuary. Banished too are the 
boats that for centuries used this busy river-port, 
banished so finally that there is a scheme in 
hand for turning the old docks into an 'amenity 
area'. Decline was rapid after World War II. But 
John Chubb looking out of his office saw, and 
sometimes sketched, the masts of tall ships from 
many countries, crowded below the triple-
arched stone bridge, ships whose cargoes often 
furnished wares for his business such as Jamaica 
rum, Spanish wines, Scandinavian timber, 
French ribbons and paduasoys.3 We have his 
interesting and detailed sketch of the stout 
medieval bridge over which traffic passed to the 
remoter West Country. It was demolished in 
1795, and Coleridge saw the installation of a 
graceful iron bridge cast by the firm Abraham 
Darby of Coalbrookdale. Southey, a thorough 
conservationist, deplored the replacement of the 
familiar stone bridge by 'an ugly new iron 
bridge' in 1797. Another of Chubb's sketches 
shows his warehouse-front, the cobbled 
quayside with little boats tied up, the massive 
stonework of the bridge. Two men lean 
negligently against barrels on the quayside. This 
section of street is still recognisable although like 
Chubb's property the cobblestones have 
disappeared as has, in fairly recent times, the 
adjacent Dolphin Inn known to many an 'ancient 
mariner'. On the corner nearest the bridge stood 
the Castle Inn with extensive stables where De 
Quincey may have put up his borrowed horse.

Chubb's house joined his business premises, 
its front facing Fore Street that runs at right-
angles to Binford Place (then called Back Quay). 
The town gaol stood next to Chubb's house. 
Shops now cover all the sites. Chubb's house 

3 paduasoys – a kind of corded silk from F. pou-de-
soie

possessed a stone gateway and when young De 
Quincey came seeking Coleridge one summer 
evening in 1807 he observed a man standing 
beneath it, a man in his middle thirties and 
grown rather stout, whom he nevertheless 
identified as the poet he wished to meet because 
he looked lost in a daydream and had great grey 
eyes shining with a peculiar light. The title of 
Virginia Woolf's essay 'Man under a Gate' refers 
to Coleridge standing in John Chubb's gateway. 
De Quincey himself must have stood on the 
opposite side of the street, near the inn called the 
Bridgwater Arms that closed a few years ago. 
Coleridge stayed there at least once and wrote in 
his Notebook that all its linen was marked 
'Stolen from the Bridgwater Arms'. Southey 
stayed there and complained in a letter that the 
landlord refused to serve him tea in the evening 
because spirits were much more profitable.

We have De Quincey's own account of this 
encounter with Coleridge at John Chubb's in 
1807 when he himself was twenty-one. He was 
staying at HotwelIs Spa near Bristol when he 
learnt that Coleridge, whose work he fervently 
admired, was visiting his great friend Thomas 
Poole, the Nether Stowey tanner. He set out on a 
walk of forty-odd miles to find him and outside 
Bridgwater cut off several miles by using the 
Parret ferry (now vanished) that the 
Wordsworths and Coleridge sometimes used, as 
Dorothy Wordsworth tells us. Poole offered him 
hospitality until Coleridge should return from a 
visit to Enmore Castle, home of the Earl of 
Egmont. Lord Egmont was a brother of Spencer 
Perceval, the Prime Minister whose later 
assassination so greatly shocked Coleridge. He 
drove over the Quantock Hills to Poole's with a 
gift of snuff for Coleridge who, he said, had left 
Enmore to visit John Chubb 'for one night'. Like 
Poole he was familiar with Coleridge's total 
unreliability. De Quincey became impatient and 
borrowed a horse from Poole to ride eight miles 
into Bridgwater. And there he found Coleridge 
day-dreaming under Chubb's gateway. 
Coleridge welcomed him warmly, took him into 
Chubb's house as if it were his own, rang for 
refreshments, made his usual tireless and 
brilliant conversation and, when Mrs Coleridge 
put in a brief appearance, uttered a few stiff 
words of introduction.
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Later that sunny June evening he conducted 

De Quincey round the small agricultural town of 
3000 inhabitants that has industrialised itself 
during the last forty years, its population now 
having increased tenfold. People greeted 
Coleridge with great friendliness as he showed 
his visitor the most notable of their buildings all 
reigned over by the noble church of St Mary the 
Virgin where Chubb had been baptised and now 
lies buried in a lost grave. Chubb made sketches 
of several buildings whose appearance, but for 
him, would now be unknown, for example, the 
remains of the four town gates, the Castle ruins, 
the ruined Constable's House, the Market Cross, 
the 'island' of shops in the middle of the High 
Street.

Coleridge took De Quincey back to supper 
with the Chubb family. De Quincey found an 
atmosphere of cordiality and warmth, a table 
where animated conversation flowed happily, 
although held up at times by Coleridge's 
brilliant monologues, and an appreciation of 
music and the arts as well as keen interest in 
politics. Chubb had three young children: 
Charles James, named after his close friend Fox, 
the Whig minister; Morley, and Lucy aged 
thirteen, whom Mrs Coleridge alluded to in a 
letter to Tom Poole in 1822, when she requested 
him somewhat coyly to 'congratulate Miss 
Chubb on her change of name'.4

De Quincey walked back to Bristol through 
the starlit night, unable to forget Coleridge's 
eloquence and arresting personality. He had 
sensed tragedy when Coleridge warned him 
about the dangers of 'opium-eating*. Some time 
later he sent Coleridge £300 as a gift.

Ten years had elapsed since Coleridge's first 
contact with John Chubb. He had changed 
enormously in the interval. In 1797 he had been 
a hot-headed, idealistic young revolutionary, 
full of lofty aspirations and imaginative projects. 
Living in poverty in Nether Stowey he had been 
helped by Tom Poole who shared the 
'democratic’ opinions that made both of them, 
and Wordsworth, so suspect locally and even in 
Government quarters. Poole introduced him to 
liberal-minded John Chubb, a Whig, who 

4 This allusion is obscure, for Lucy Chubb is not 
known to have ever married.

supported Fox and was Fox's personal friend so 
that Fox even invited Chubb to dine discreetly 
with him at Piper's Inn outside Bridgwater when 
Fox brought his dearly loved mistress Miss 
Armistead with him {later she became his wife). 
In 1780 Chubb had been entrusted with a 
petition against George III's abuses of the 
constitution; in 1785 he had organised locally a 
petition to Parliament against the slave trade.

However, in spite of shared opinions the 
twenty-five year old poet found that both Poole 
and Chubb had cooler heads than himself. When 
Thelwall the notorious Jacobin visited Coleridge 
in 1797, Coleridge hoped that Poole would find 
a Somerset cottage for Thelwall. The ever-
generous Poole refused since such action would 
jeopardise his own local work for poorer people 
and even his own position. The impulsive 
Coleridge promised Thelwall to approach 
Chubb for help. He made his first effort when 
footsore after walking to Bridgwater from 
Bristol; it was Assize Week and Chubb's house 
was full of people, Chubb unapproachable. 'I 
will write to him. I will transmit to you his 
answer' wrote Coleridge to Thelwall before 
finishing his 41-mile walk to Stowey. Eventually 
he had to transmit with great regret the reply 
that Chubb would only find a home for Thelwall 
if Tom Poole approved - and Poole did not.

Even Coleridge came to realise the existence 
of intense spy-mania in the Somerset coastal 
region. 'The aristocrats persecute even 
Wordsworth’.

One of these aristocrats was Sir Philip Hale, a 
wealthy landowner living a few miles outside 
Nether Stowey, the 'titled Dogberry' as 
Coleridge called him who was responsible for 
reporting Wordsworth's movements . John 
Chubb, made a portrait sketch of him, a soured 
lugubrious face.

Chubb's young son Morley was at a Nether 
Stowey boarding school kept by Coleridge's 
friend, the Cornish curate Thomas Roskilly. In a 
letter to his father, Morley reported corn riots 
among Stowey labourers when Sir Philip Hale's 
men 'took the corn away’. for rustic poverty was 
extreme in this area where Wordsworth found 
such subjects as 'The Last of the Flock’.

The various small but intensely vivid 
portraits left by this 18th-century Somerset 
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merchant include several of his family members, 
his aged father Jonathan, his two vivacious 
sisters, an adorably pretty wife, and several self-
portraits of a generous Intelligent face - one of 
these is 'Self Portrait with Artist's Paraphernalia'. 
With relevance to Coleridge there are portraits 
of the handsome Lord Egmont and of his hook-
nosed agent William Cruickshank whose son 
John, the earl's Stowey agent, was friend and 
neighbour of the young Coleridges. (His baby 
girl Anna was the subject of Coleridge's poem 
‘On the Christening of a Friend's Child'). There 
is a portrait of Thomas Pyke, one of the chief 
Trustees of the Unitarian church in Bridgwater 
when Coleridge preached there.

There is a portrait of William Pitt. And a 
portrait of 'Master Crotch' a little boy wearing a 
lace collar who became the distinguished 
organist and Oxford Professor of Music, William 
Crotch5 His early years were spent travelling 
round England as a child-prodigy with his 
Mama. He gave recitals in scores of towns as 
well as to the royal family at Buckingham 
House. His West Country tours brought him to 
Bath, Bridgwater and Taunton playing organ 
and a little violin specially made for him. The 
musical John Chubb undoubtedly went to hear 
him play. This little boy got down on the floor to 
draw with chalks when fatigued by his recitals. 
John Chubb would sympathise!

A large number of John Chubb's sketches are 
on indefinite loan to the Blake Museum, 
Bridgwater, through the generosity of the Chubb 
family.6

NB A number of charming water-colour 
sketches made by William Crotch in later years 
are in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Digitised and edited by Tony & Jane Woolrich, 24/12/2020

5 See Tony Woolrich, “John Chubb and Music”, 
https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/scholars-
writers/townsfolk/john-chubb-and-music/
6 The family sold the collection of art and MSS to 
the Blake Museum, Bridgwater in 2004.


